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WE ALL BELONG AT THE FINISH LINE
No two participants are alike at Girls on the Run and we believe that is their
greatest superpower. When girls gather and learn to celebrate one another's
differences, communities of belonging are formed. Confident, compassionate girls
inspire others to find and share their spark. We take pride in igniting these
moments.  
   
Creating an environment where every girl has a spot on the track is nothing new to
Girls on the Run. In fact, it’s been the DNA of our mission-driven work since 1996
and locally at Girls on the Run Treasure Valley in Idaho since 2001.
  
Girls on the Run provides a safe place for girls to deepen their sense of community.
In 2021, when in-person connection was limited, our girls learned not only how to
get to the finish line, but how to support and rely on one another. 



Dear Friends,

“I feel like I… belong.” 

If you have ever uttered these five words you know
the immense comfort, joy and power this sentence
holds. The weight of this seemingly simple
statement is significant for people of all ages, but
particularly children during their most formative
years.  

And here at Girls on the Run, we want every girl to
declare these words. 

Not quietly. Not timidly. But with complete
confidence, a head held high and a supportive
community beside her. 

Creating a welcoming environment where all feel
they belong is central to our mission. Girls on the
Run has set itself apart by weaving inclusive
practices throughout everything we do — from
curriculum development and coach training to our
own hiring processes and vendor selection. 

Why we do this is quite simple. A sense of
belonging makes personal growth, self-respect,
and understanding of others far easier to find. 

A LETTER FROM GIRLS ON THE RUN INTERNATIONAL
Values like these are reinforced throughout our
organization and participants, volunteers and staff
are given opportunities to bring them to life.
Empathy generates empathy and it is our privilege
to help set this trend in motion. 

Girls today continue to face age-old stereotypes as
well as new generational challenges that make the
need for safe spaces where all feel valued even
more important. Our evidence-based programming
is intentionally designed to foster healthy
relationships and help girls learn new ways of
empathetically interacting with one another. An
external study completed this year clearly
conveyed the impact of our curriculum – 97% of
participants agree that they can be themselves at
Girls on the Run. 

This sense of belonging has deep and long-lasting
benefits. Making space at the lunch table for the
new kid is much more than a singular act of
kindness – it ignites a memory of connection that is
likely to be repeated and paid forward. We
recognize this which is why we invest heavily in our
Inclusion, Diversity, Equity and Access (IDEA)
initiatives each year – we want to ensure that this
connectedness with and empathy for others is felt
by every child who joins Girls on the Run.  

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE...



CEO

BOARD CHAIR

Our volunteer coaches are instrumental in ensuring
our participants feel this sense of connection and
grow up to become inclusive adults. This year,
Girls on the Run was selected by the Susan Crown
Exchange to join its ‘Million Coaches Challenge,' 
a nationwide initiative aiming to train 1 million
coaches by 2025. Through this effort, more Girls
on the Run coaches across the U.S. and Canada will
receive training to become powerful role models
for girls of all backgrounds, experiences and
abilities.  

Creating room for someone to join the group.
Giving a pat on the back to a teammate who has
been struggling. Having the inner worth to listen
to another girl’s experience and ask her questions
about it. These are the actions that make our
programs truly life-changing experiences. Girls do
not forget these moments. In fact, these memories
are often profound enough to impact the way girls
will treat others for the rest of their lives. 

Thank you for supporting our goal of connecting
girls to experiences that positively impact them
long after they cross the finish line. Because of 
you, the spirit of belonging has never been
stronger at Girls on the Run. 

With gratitude, 
 

Girls on the Run

Treasure Valley

Council Director



PROUDLY
uplifting & inspiring girls
OUR MISSION

We inspire girls to be joyful, healthy
and confident using a fun,
experience-based curriculum which
creatively integrates running.

We envision a world where every girl
knows and activates her limitless
potential and is free to boldly pursue
her dreams.

OUR VISION



Lead with an open heart and
assume positive intent

Embrace our differences 
and find strength in our

connectedness

Nurture our physical, emotional
and spiritual health

Express joy, optimism and
gratitude through our words,

thoughts and actions

Stand up for ourselves 
and others

Recognize our power and
responsibility to be intentional 

in our decision-making

OUR CORE VALUES



Every girl deserves to experience the joy that comes from finding a community,
developing friendships and confidently believing in herself. Girls on the Run creates
a safe and inclusive environment where participants can discover their spark and
take it far beyond the finish line. Why do we do this? Because we know that within
every girl is a brave and worthy soul capable of achieving her dreams.
  
A promising future for girls is our why. The lifelong confidence they develop is our
why. The united communities they will build is our why. The better world they will
help create for all is our why. 

OUR                  WHY^easons



SAID THEY WOULD TELL OTHER GIRLS 
TO JOIN GIRLS ON THE RUN. 

98% OF GOTR GIRLS98% OF GOTR GIRLS

"Girls on the Run could make
any girl fearless...when you
are surrounded by people
you trust, respect and care
for, nothing can hold you
back from being the most
beautiful version of yourself." 

-Molly, age 12



481
Scholarships

Granted

11
New Sites

54
Returning Sites

IMPACT POINTS
2021

65
Total sites

294
Volunteers

192
Coaches

993
Girls Served 

Girls on the Run Treasure Valley



25TH ANNIVERSARY AND
2 MILLION GIRLS SERVED

Established in 1996 with 13 girls, Girls on the Run has
now transformed the lives of over 2 million girls. The
organization has grown to include over 175 councils
and three different programs and hosts the largest
5K series (by number of events) in the world. 

A CONTINUED COMMITMENT  TO IDEA
Advancing inclusion, diversity, equity and access
(IDEA) remained a key organizational priority at Girls
on the Run. Our organizational IDEA Commission
launched and identified specific goals within
programming, HR, marketing, vendor relationships
and community involvement.

MAEC REVIEW
Girls on the Run retained the Mid-Atlantic Equity
Consortium, Inc. (MAEC) to conduct an external review
of inclusion, diversity, equity, and access (IDEA) within
our programming.

In fall of 2021, Girls on the Run Ottawa
was established and served 2 sites and 20 girls in
its inaugural season. 

CANADA EXPANSION MILLION COACHES CHALLENGE AWARD
Girls on the Run was selected by the Susan Crown
Exchange as part of the foundation’s 2021 Million
Coaches Challenge. The grant funding will be utilized
to enhance National Coach Training and the overall
coaching experience.

2021 ORGANIZATIONAL HIGHLIGHTS
Girls on the Run Treasure Valley is part of a international movement, 

serving over 2 million girls to date.



The following findings are from an external review of inclusion, diversity, equity, and access (IDEA) within
programming. Over 4,000 participants, families, and coaches felt that Girls on the Run was inclusive,
promoted diversity, and was accessible and equitable.

EXTERNAL PROGRAM REVIEW

Girls on the Run is an amazing experience for my daughter and me. 
Girls on the Run cares about the girls and about what the program
teaches them - to be involved within society, to love themselves,
and to feel empowered to be the girl that they are."

Girls on the Run is an amazing experience for my daughter and me. 
Girls on the Run cares about the girls and about what the program
teaches them - to be involved within society, to love themselves,
and to feel empowered to be the girl that they are."

Girls on the Run will use study findings to further its IDEA initiatives, particularly around overcoming
barriers to participation and engaging more diverse volunteers. Results will also inform future program
development and coach training initiatives.  

           of caregivers
who reported that their
child required
accommodations to
fully participate agreed
that their child could
participate equally to
their peers.

100% 
                        of
participants agreed
that they felt safe at
Girls on the Run and
that their coaches
care about them. 

Nearly 100%         of participants
agreed that they could
be themselves at Girls
on the Run and felt
included in all GOTR
activities they wished
to participate in. 

97%
         of caregivers
agreed that their child
felt physically,
emotionally, and
socially safe at Girls on
the Run and included in
all GOTR activities they
wished to participate in. 

98% 



FELT LIKE THEY BELONGED AT GIRLS ON THE RUN. 
97% OF GIRLS97% OF GIRLS

“[My daughter told me] ‘Oh, mom I
learned so many things. Everyone’s
religion and belief systems are so
different, but it's so cool how at the
end of the day we could still
empower each other.”

-Ivory, GOTR parent



The staunch support of national
partners, local and corporate sponsors,
foundations and individual donors made
it possible for Girls on the Run to build
back throughout 2021. With your
dedication, councils from coast to coast
served thousands of girls and opened
new doors of opportunity. Collaboration
is central to our success and our impact
is stronger because of your generosity.
Thanks to you, every girl who joins our
program becomes braver, bolder and
better equipped to achieve their
dreams. 

WE THANK YOU,
PARTNERS



PRESENTING SPONSOR

 LOCAL SPONSORS

NATIONAL PARTNERS



Support, revenue and other income (loss): Total

Sponsorships

Contributions 

Registration fees

Grants

Fundraising events

$24K

$68K

$110K

$58K

$0

$46KOther

Net assets released from restrictions $0

Satisfaction of time restrictions

Satisfaction of purpose restrictions

$0

$0

Change in net assets $171K

Net assets, beginning of year

Net assets, end of year

$203K

$374K

Expenses Total

Program

Fundraising costs

General and administrative

$140K

$11K

$21K

$306KTotal support, revenue & other income (loss):

Registrations
36%

Contributions
22%

Grants
19%Other

15%

Sponsorships
8%

Program
80%

G&A
12%

Fundraising
8%

FINANCIALS



SAMIA MCCALL
Member

JAMIE KINSHELLA
Member
Kount/Equifax

DANA HAMILTON
Member
Fisher's Technology

DUREE WESTOVER
Member
Experis

SYD MCINTYRE
Member
Boise School District (Ret)

MARNIE PACKARD
Treasurer
Molina Healthcare

KAREN SANDER
Treasurer
HDR 

LAURIE REYNOLDSON
Secretary
TOK Commercial

ERIKA COBB
Member
Jackson's Food Stores

HOLLY JOHNSON
Past President
Town Square Media

MICHELLE BURKS
Member
Micron

BOARD OF DIRECTORS



PO Box 6812
Boise, ID 83707
(208)388-4687

WWW.GOTRTV.ORG

Treasure Valley, ID 

https://www.instagram.com/girlsontheruninternational/
https://www.facebook.com/girls.on.the.run.international
https://www.linkedin.com/company/girls-on-the-run-international
https://www.youtube.com/user/girlsontherunint
https://twitter.com/GOTRI
https://pinterest.com/gotrint/

